
LIGHTS IN THE SEA. 

catching fire; and the lighthouse now 

-standing, of which the first stone was laid 

in 1757, and which, under the superintend- 

ence of the engineer and architect Smeaton, 

was completed in 1759, has at least escaped 

any such catastrophe as, in one shape, befel 

the lighthouse of 1698, and in another that 

of r708. Even stone and granite, however, 

will not last for ever, and the rock upon 

which the solid masonry of Smeaton’s monu- 

ment is erected is beginning to give way. 

The millions of tons of water which for 

countless ages have been hurled perpe- 

tually upon the granite of the Eddystone 

Lighthouse have naturally done their work. 

The hour has come when this most solid of 

solidstructures begins to show signs of decay. 

This time neither wind nor fire, but the 

natural enemy against which all lighthouses 

are especially built up, has done the harm. 

The sea has shaken the foundations of the 

building, and, to some extent, washed it 

away. 
Under these circumstances the question 

has arisen whether, instead of erecting a 

new lighthouse, the danger which for the 

last two hundred years the Eddystone 

Lighthouse has served to point out might 

not itself be removed. The flame of a 

lighthouse is not a burning invitation, like 

Hero’s torch, but a solemn warning of 

perils to be avoided; and it seemed to 

certain ingenious persons that if the source 

of the: peril could be done away with, all 

necessity for a successor to the failing 

Eddystone Lighthouse of the present day 

would be at an end. Against this some- 

what wild suggestion the Corporation of the 

Trinity House has reported in strong terms. 

The Corporation will not advise the expen- 

diture of any further money for the purpose 

of blasting the rocks whose presence the 

Eddystone Lighthouse indicates. It did 

not seem worth while to consider in detail 

what the cost of removal would probably 

be. But according to the general estimate 

of one engineer, Mr. Douglass, it would be 

necessary to blow up about one hundred 

thousand yards of rock, or a weight of 

something like one million seven hundred   
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and fifty thousand tons, in order to get rid 
of the particular danger which the Eddy- 

stone Lighthouse signalises. An “inner - 

danger,” however, would also have to be 

dealt with; and, on the whole, a sum of at 

least five hundred thousand pounds would 

have to be spent, when it would still be 

necessary to erect some kind of lighthouse 

in order to guide vessels about to enter 

Plymouth harbour. The famous structure, 

then, must be rebuilt ; and modern engineer- 

ing should give us a better lighthouse, and 

modern chemistry a better light, than any 

yet seen off the coast of Cornwall or else- 

where. 
-Skerryvore Lighthouse is situated far out 

in the Atlantic Ocean, fourteen miles from 

Tyree, the nearest land. - It is built in the 

form of a tower, on the Skerryvore,—-sig- 

nifying in Gaelic the Great Rock,—which is 

surrounded for miles by numerous outlying 

rocks. The Skerryvore is five or six feet 

above high-water of spring tides, and the 

tower rises from it one hundred and thirty 

eight feet. The lantern on the top of the 

tower is one hundred and fifty feet above 

high water level. Looking up at the light- 

house from the sea, it presents a magnificent 

sight—so lofty, so perfect in its proportions, 

and tapering so gracefully from basement to 

summit. It is constructed of immense 

blocks of stone dovetailed and fastened 

together. The three lowest courses are of 

Hynish gneiss, and the remainder of Ross 

of Mull granite. It was designed by, and 

erected under the personal superintendence 

of, Mr. Alan Stevenson, son of Mr. Robert 

Stevenson, engineer of the Bell Rock light 

house. : 

Sir Walter Scott visited the rock, in the 

autumn of 1814, along with Mr. Robert 

Stevenson and the Commissioners of 

Northern Lighthouses. After humorously 

describing the landing, he observes in his 

journal, ‘We took possession of the rock 

in name of the Commissioners, and gene- 

rously bestowed our own great names on its 

crags and creeks. The rock was carefully 

measured by Mr. Stevenson. It will be a 

most desolate position for a lighthouse —the


